Elevator Speech

Over 53% of PhDs are awarded to women.
Yet, only 12% of recognized innovators in the United States are women.1

Women and diverse employees have technical skill and knowledge, yet
their contributions are not patented at the same rate as those of their
male counterparts. These statistics suggest that our organizations may
not be capturing the full contribution of a large segment of our
technical workforce - resulting in significant lost opportunity costs (e.g.,
unpatented inventions, delayed disclosures, etc.). The insights and
perspectives of women are necessary to solve the monumental
challenges our organizations face. This toolkit can help organizations
move the needle on achieving gender parity in innovation.

Document contains links; please Ctrl + click underlined text to access.
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Introduction
The United States Patent and Trademark Office’s recently issued
Progress and Potential Report finds that in 2016 fewer than 12% of all
patent inventors were women.2 The Institute for Women’s Policy
Research predicts that, without a concerted effort to change course, it
will take until the end of this century to reach gender parity in
innovation.3 That literally means that it will take another lifetime to
achieve innovative gender parity.
Why does this matter? In many technical fields, patents are
linked to promotion and salary increases, so gender disparity in patent
application filings and issuances can correlate to gender disparity in
advancement and salary within an organization.
Patent activity is also a key metric for venture capital funding,4 so
gender disparity in patent application filings may correlate to gender
disparity in financial support of entrepreneurial activity. Increasing the
number of women filing patent applications may help increase the
funding to women’s entrepreneurial activity.
From an organization’s point of view, leaving innovations
unpatented equates to lost economic value. Further, empirical studies
have found that even though women patent less than men, the quality
and impact of their patents are equal to or exceed those of men.5 From
a societal view, as the PTO stated in its report, “if women, minorities,
and low-income children were to invent patented technology at the

Office of the Chief Economist, U.S. Patent & Trademark Office, Progress and Potential: A Profile of Women
Inventors on U.S. Patents (2019), https://www.uspto.gov/sites/default/files/documents/Progress-andPotential.pdf.
3 The Institute for Women’s Policy Research, Briefing Paper: The Gender Patenting Gap, July, 2016.
4 Graham, Stuart, J.H., Robert P. Merges, Pam Samuelson, and Ted Sichelman, High Technology Entrepreneurs and
the Patent System: Results of the 2008 Berkley Patent Survey, Berkeley Technology Law Journal, 24(4) (2009).
5 McMillan, G., Gender Differences in Patenting Activity: An Examination of US Biotechnology Industry,
Scientometrics, 80, 683-691 (2009).
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same rate as white men from high-income households, the rate of
innovation in American would quadruple.”6
Data shows that innovative gender parity is better in academic
institutions than in the business sector,7 but patents generated by
universities form a small percentage of granted patents because about
85% of all patents are awarded to for-profit companies.8 In order to
see meaningful improvements, corporations must play a leading role in
effecting cultural change to emphasize and reward diversity in
innovation.
Gender disparity is not simply a leaky pipeline issue. Pipeline and
leaky pipeline issues are rarely the sole root cause of gender disparity.
Increasing the pipeline will help, but it is unlikely to resolve all gender
parity issues. Further, it takes time to fill the pipeline and maintain the
flow.
The Intellectual Property Owner’s Association (“IPO”) and the
Women in IP Committee (“WIP”) got involved after the World
Intellectual Property (WIPO) report showing that slightly less than 30%
of PCT applications listed at least one female inventor.
The Women Inventors Subcommittee (of the WIP) was formed to
address these issues. The goal of IPO and WIP is to bring awareness to
the issue of gender disparity in innovation and to offer tools to assist
IPO member organizations to bring awareness and move toward
gender parity in innovation. In June 2018, the IPO Board of Directors
approved an alpha version of the Toolkit, and in July 2018, several
companies and organizations agreed to test the Toolkit and provide
feedback. During the second half of 2018, additional companies and
organizations expressed interest in the Toolkit and agreed to test it and
Office of the Chief Economist, U.S. Patent & Trademark Office, Progress and Potential: A Profile of Women
Inventors on U.S. Patents (2019), https://www.uspto.gov/sites/default/files/documents/Progress-andPotential.pdf.
7 World Intellectual Property Organization, Economic Research Working Paper No. 33, Identifying the Gender of
PCT Inventors, November 2016.
8 National Science Foundation, Science and Engineering Indicators 2018, available at
https://nsf.gov/statistics/2018/nsb20181/report/sections/invention-knowledge-transfer-andinnovation/invention-united-states-and-comparative-global-trends.
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provide feedback. In early 2019, the WIP sought feedback from the
companies and worked on a beta version of the Toolkit. In May 2019,
the IPO Board of Directors approved the beta version, providing
approval for a launch concurrently with the 2019 Annual Meeting.
Using the Toolkit, and ultimately improving gender parity in
innovation within an organization, has many benefits. Some of the
benefits include: helping to stem the flow of the leaky pipeline (or fill
the pipeline with new inventors); helping to create an inclusive culture
within the organization where the innovative ideas and contributions of
female and diverse employees sought after and valued; and helping to
bring greater value to organizations. Simply put, gender parity in
innovation is imperative for the nation’s innovation policy and global
competitiveness.
We hope that you find this toolkit useful and that you are willing
to share your input and ideas on how to improve the toolkit with us.
We are always looking to improve upon the toolkit, and we are stronger
and better when we have more ideas included in the toolkit. So, please
contact us to provide input, brainstorm, or find ways we can partner on
this important issue.
Sandra Nowak & Michelle Bugbee
Co-chairs of the Women Inventors Subcommittee of IPO Women in IP
Committee
Mercedes Meyer
Founding Member of the Women Inventors Subcommittee of IPO
Women in IP Committee
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How to Use This Toolkit

WHO: This toolkit can be used by any organization, including, for
example, corporations and universities, to improve their
gender parity in innovation. It can be used by Intellectual
Property (“IP”) Professionals, Research & Development
(“R&D”) leaders, Human Resources (“HR”) professionals,
and/or Diversity & Inclusion (“D&I”) professionals.
HOW: The toolkit is best used by understanding the 4-step process
highlighted on pages 9 to 11. Then reading through and
tackling each of those steps in turn within your organization.
We have provided sample communication and other
documents so that your valuable time can be spent working on
the issues in your organization rather than creating new
documents from scratch. The samples provided are solid drafts
for your use in efficiently creating documents that best address
your specific organization.
WHEN: When you’ve read through or used the toolkit, please send your
feedback and any information you are willing to share about
your organization. We do not attribute anything to any specific
organization unless asked to do so, so any input will remain
confidential and will help make the toolkit stronger and better
for other organizations also working on this issue.
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Gender Parity in Innovation 4-Part Cycle

Importantly, the 4 steps above are not performed only once, but rather
are iterative. In other words, the steps are circular rather than linear,
as shown in the graphic below:
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A description of each of the 4 steps is below:
• STEP 1 –Increase Awareness & Support
Raising awareness and internal support of gender disparity in
innovation is an essential first step in making significant change
within an organization. Increasing awareness is important in all
organizations, but is especially important for those having leaders
and/or employees that are largely unaware of gender disparity in
innovation and are devoting little effort to addressing this issue.
Awareness and support should be an ongoing, regular activity.
• STEP 2 –Discover Root Causes
Organizations that are most effective at implementing change are
those that spend time up front assessing the key root causes for
their current state. As such, organizations that devote time to
understanding the causes for their gender disparity will be able to
address those specific root causes with targeted programs and
thereby be more effective at implementing systemic, long-term
change.
• STEP 3 –Develop Short- and Long-Term Programs
Once root causes are identified, organizations should develop a mix
of short-term and long-term programs that address the specific root
causes identified in step 2. This section is organized by root cause
identified with suggested short-term and long-term programs that
other organizations have found effective at addressing each specific
root cause.
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• STEP 4 – Launch & Monitor the Programs
This portion of the toolkit focuses on ideas for successful program
launch as well as suggested metrics and/or monitoring activities that
will enable an organization to measure the success or progress of the
gender diversity programs/efforts. The metrics and monitoring
activities will also enable organizations to identify and augment
programs that produce superior results, as well as share these
results with other organizations through the toolkit. This section
also provides tips for when and how to routinely go back to steps 1
and 2 to raise awareness and support and to see if new root causes
(or unexplored root causes) develop.
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Chapter 1 (Step 1)
Increasing Awareness and Support
The goal of this step is to increase awareness and support of the issue
of diversity in innovation within your organization.
Chapter Outline:
- Section 1: Initial Executive Level Awareness and Support
o Who to Involve
o What to Say
o What is the “Ask”
- Section 2: Initial Employee Awareness and Support
o Target various groupings of employees repeatedly
- Section 3: Ongoing Organization-wide Awareness & Support
o Organization-wide spotlights
o Social Events / Celebrations
- Section 4: Curated List of Articles on the Topic of Gender Disparity in
Innovation and Diversity in Innovation
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Chapter 1. Section 1: Executive Level Awareness and Support
Executive engagement is critical and essential for success. This section
of the toolkit provides information on who to initially involve, what to
say, and what to ask for to drive executive-level support at the
beginning of this initiative.
Who to Involve:
All organizations are different so determine what works best for your
organization. Some possibilities to consider include: Chief Diversity
and Inclusion Officer, Sustainability Officer, Chief IP Counsel, Chief
Technical Officer, Technical Directors, Lab Managers, HR professionals,
and Business Executives. In many instances, no more than 5 people
(aside from you) may be best to facilitate an open dialogue on the
issue. If possible, include at least one person who can drive a cultural
change within your organization, either through position or personality
(preferably both).
What to Say
You know your team best, so use your best
judgment. Some materials to consider include
those linked in the box on the right.
Organizations vary, so make these pitches your
own. Please send any suggestions for
modifications or testimonials of what worked
for your organization. Additionally, reference
the curated articles/publications list at the end
of this section to help you generate your
discussion outline and presentation materials.
13

What to Say
Sample Materials:
Elevator Speech
Sample 1:1 Pitch
Materials

The first question from many executives is: do we have an issue here at
this organization, and what are the statistics for this company/
university? One way to answer that question is to obtain the WIPO
gender diversity data (or other similar data) for your organization. The
WIPO gender diversity data provides the total number of PCT
applications filed and the % of these PCT applications with at least 1
female inventor in the previous year. If you are an IPO member, you
can get this information by emailing Hannah Denny at IPO.
Another way to answer this question is to run the publicly available
WIPO algorithm9 that assigns a gender to a name and run that
algorithm on your organization’s data to determine the gender
breakdown of inventors.
Consider whether your organization should additionally or alternatively
gather gender disparity data specific to them. To be clear, this is not a
required step, as macroscopic data is available for most organizations
using the methods identified above. However, some companies do not
believe the PTO or WIPO data unless they gather it themselves.
Gathering this data for a large, global organization can be both timeconsuming and challenging (given varying HR rules globally). Many
organizations do not routinely track gender of inventors in docketing
databases. For companies/universities who choose to gather their own
data, some best practices that have met with successes include the
following:

9

Please see WIPO algorithm in footnote 4 of Working Paper No. 33.
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- Run the publicly available gender-name association algorithms on
your organization’s data.
- Contact your HR department. Many HR organizations have an
employee database in which employees designate their preferred
gender. If you provide HR with a list of employees, they can often
generate a report summarizing high-level information for use in
your diversity in innovation assessment.
- Assign or hire someone in your organization to go through the
inventor data for your organization in a given timeframe and
identify each inventor’s gender (based on knowledge, internet
searching, etc.).
Other potential information to consider include
- How many inventors (assess both male and female) are repeat
inventors?
- What is the correlation between patent filing and product launch for
patents including women versus patents not including women?
Data has shown that patents including women are, overall, more
commercially successful.
- What is the correlation between patents and associated product
sales for patents including women inventors and for patents not
including women inventors? Data has shown that patents including
women are, overall, more commercially successful.

15

Self-Assess Your Organization for Gender Parity in Innovation
The following self-assessment can be useful in assessing your
organization and turning that assessment into meaningful discussions
of needs and next steps.

For companies in the “pre-aware” and “aware” categories, their time is
best spent initially focusing their efforts on increasing awareness before
moving to the next steps.
For companies in the “align” category, their time is best spent assessing
root causes and using those assessments to direct programs to these
root causes.
For companies in the “integrate” and “sustain” categories, their time is
best spent on developing metrics, identifying new or additional
programs, celebrating successes, and confirming that no new root
causes are arising in the organization (i.e., returning to Step 1).

16

What is the “Ask”?
Carefully consider your “ask.” Many organizations spend the first
portion of their executive meeting creating awareness and walking
through the 4 steps of the toolkit at a high level. The second half of
the meeting is often spent getting support for a specific request(s).
Most organizations ask executives for one of the following two options:
1. A request for (1) support for increasing awareness (and a plan to
do so); and (2) support for investigating root causes (and a plan to
do so).
2. A request to (1) identify and devote resources to assess the
gender diversity statistics for the organization and (2) once this
information is obtained, reporting out to the executives and
recommending next steps.
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Chapter 1. Section 2: Diverse and Female Employee Awareness &
Support
Awareness and engagement of employees throughout the organization
are both necessary for success. This section recommends ways to
initially engage employees at all levels of the organization.
Increasing awareness of the gender disparity issue at various levels in
the organization can be effective, even if these groups have overlapping
membership. Increasing awareness takes more than a single
presentation. Further, awareness presentations should not be limited
solely to diverse groups, as success will require awareness and
engagement by non-diverse advocates, mentors, and coaches. We
have found that women and men alike are unaware of the disparity.
Some exemplary groups to bring awareness to include:
▪ Affinity Groups
• e.g. Women’s Leadership, African Americans
Network, Hispanic Networks, Latin Americans
Networks, Pride Networks, Asian Americans
Networks, etc.
• Consider also soliciting information on root causes
for disparity with these groups, as is described in
greater detail in Chapter 2.
▪ Leaders/Managers
• Update leaders and managers and brainstorm best
practices for how to increase and support diversity
in innovation in each organization. The
presentations can be tailored to each individual
group within the larger organization, increasing the
chance of overall success.
18

▪ Laboratory Groups and/or Technology/R&D Meetings
• e.g. Address the issue during routine
management/lab team meetings (such as monthly
or quarterly meetings).
• This can be a great time to identify non-diverse or
female employees who are passionate about this
issue and can be mentors, advocates, or coaches.
▪ Small development groups of female or diverse
employees:
• e.g. Lean In™ Circles
A sample presentation for use at such events to create initial awareness
is attached here.
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Chapter 1. Section 3: Ongoing Organization-Wide Awareness
As your organization continues the journey toward gender parity in
innovation, it’s crucial to routinely update the organization on the
efforts and celebrate successes. Providing routine updates at some
frequency not only creates positive buzz around these efforts and
behaviors but also keeps this topic in the forefront for leaders and
employees throughout the organization.
Some quick-hit ways to continue and build organization-wide
awareness include the following:
o Organization-Wide or Group-Wide Spotlights
▪ These remind people that there are women and diverse
inventors and help women and diverse employees selfidentify with others.
▪ Sample ideas: all organization or group emails, posts on
internal websites, presentations, etc. that focus on the
research, patents, milestones, personal stories, licensing
wins, patent litigation wins, etc. of individuals.
▪ Samples available here and here and here and here.
o Social Events and/or Celebrations for Diverse or Female
Inventors
▪ These events provide networking opportunities and
awareness of the work being done.
o Social Medial Spotlights
▪ Highlight women and diverse inventor achievements,
such as patent or trademark filings or personal stories of
achievement.
20

Chapter 1. Section 4: Curated List of Articles on the Topic of Gender
Parity in Innovation
➢ WIPO Economic Research Working Paper No. 33
➢ Institute for Women's Policy Research: Gender Patenting Gap
➢ Stanford University: Gender Analysis of Invention Disclosures
➢ Institute for Women's Policy Research: Equity in Innovation - Women
Inventors and Patents
➢ PTO Progress & Potential Report
➢ McKinsey & Company: Why Diversity Matters
➢ Josh Bersin: Why Diversity and Inclusion Has Become a Business Priority
➢ Harvard Business Review: How Diversity Can Drive Innovation
➢ Science Magazine: How Scientists are Fighting Against Gender Bias in
Conference Speaker Lineups
➢ IPWatchdog on USPTO Report: Only Four Percent of Patents Name
Women-Only Inventors Over the Last Decade
➢ NYSBA Journal: Accelerating Talent
➢ MIT White Paper: Who Becomes an Inventor in America
➢ Association of University Technology Managers: Gender in the Global
Research Landscape
➢ New York Times: Picture a Leader: Is She a Woman?
21

➢ Chemical & Engineering News: Coming Out in Chem Class
➢ AUTM: Women Inventor’s Toolkit
➢ Yale University: Why Do Women Inventors Win Fewer Patents?
➢ USPTO Inventor Info Chat
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Chapter 2 (Step 2)
Root Cause Assessment
The goal of this step is to identify the key root causes in your
organization that contribute to or result in gender disparity in
innovation.
Chapter Outline:
Section 1: 4 Key Steps to Root Cause Assessment
Section 2: Collecting and Interpreting the Data
1. Mix-and-Match Data Sources
a. Surveys
b. Small Group Feedback/Discussion
c. 1:1 Conversations
2. Ways to Obtain Data
a. The 5 Why Method
b. Fishbone or Ishikawa Method
c. The Pareto Method
3. Who to Ask

23

Chapter 2. Section 1: Root Cause Assessment
Often, after identifying that a problem exists, we immediately seek to
resolve the problem. For example, if you break your arm, pain
medicine will remove the pain (the symptom), but the root cause (the
broken bone) must be addressed before you can properly heal. With
complex problems, like lack of gender parity in patenting, the long-term
results are far superior when adequate time is first spent identifying
root causes for the disparity. Initially identifying the root causes allows
an organization to tailor efforts to specifically address the root causes
for the disparity, thus enabling faster correction and higher levels of
success. By eliminating the root causes of the problem, organizations
can take measures to eliminate or reduce the recurrence of the
problem. The research required to identify the root causes is hard
work. But it is essential for long-term success, especially in
organizations that are focused on continued improvement.
At the highest level, root cause analysis involves 4 basic steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Define the problem
Collect data relating to the problem
Interpret the data to determine what is causing the problem
Prioritize the root causes

For purposes of this toolkit, we assume the premise is a lack of diversity
in innovation/patenting, as shown from current studies and data. Some
ideas for ways to collect data are as follows.
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Chapter 2. Section 2: Collecting and Interpreting Data
The most reliable data is gathered by using a variety of collection
methods. Specifically, it is preferable to collect data from each of the
following (1) large groups; (2) small groups; and (3) individuals. Large
groups provide high-level data and facilitate inclusion of many different
viewpoints. Smaller groups provide access to more nuanced data and
give access to examples that illuminate the larger points derived from
the large groups.
Data Obtained from Large Groups:
Collection of data from large groups is typically best accomplished
through a survey(s). Optimal surveys are short and high-level. They
permit organizations to get a pulse on the issue/problem. Sample
surveys are available here and here. These specific surveys were sent
to all technical employees and legal staff in large organizations. In such
organizations, it is imperative to keep the number of questions to a
minimum because the longer the survey, the less likely that people will
take the time to respond. Another best practice is to provide an
opportunity for survey respondents to write in any specific comments
and/or to provide small group or individual discussion(s) or feedback on
the topic. Providing an opportunity for small group or individual
feedback can be a great way to incentivize passionate people to get
involved and further the discussion and collection of data in small
groups or 1:1.
Small Group Discussion and 1:1 Discussion(s):
Small group and 1:1 discussion(s) typically provide the richest and most
nuanced data, as well as the personal stories that bring the high-level
data to life. There are 5 popular methods or tools to use when
obtaining this data. Feel free to mix-and-match these:
25

A.

5 Why Method

At the most basic, 5 Why Method involves asking “why” 5 times
(or more) in order to get to the true root cause. A useful graphic that
shows how this practice can help get to the “true” root cause is below:

Image source - http://www.educational-business-articles.com/5-whys/

The 5 Why Method can be especially effective in brainstorming or 1:1
sessions. The 5 Why Method can be combined with traditional
brainstorming (where small groups discuss all possible causes for the
problem and possible solutions) or with brain-writing (which focuses on
individuals writing their thoughts instead of vocalizing them). Brainwriting can be an excellent way to get the thoughts and opinions of less
vocal participants. Once root causes are captured, they can be
categorized.
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B.

Fishbone or Ishikawa Method

Invented by Dr. Ishikawa, the Ishikawa Method involves the
following steps:
1. Define the problem
2. Brainstorm with the team on possible root causes of the
problem
3. Use the relevant M’s while doing so:
a. Man (People) – individuals performing the process or
involved in it
b. Machine (Equipment) – tools used within the process
c. Method (Process) – procedures followed
d. Materials – inputs to the process
e. Measures– data on input
f. Mother Nature (Environment) – the environment
4. Prioritize all of the causes under the relevant M’s
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A sample graphical depiction of the output of this method is as follows:

\

Image source - https://goleansixsigma.com/achieving-a-19-improvement-inresponse-time-using-a-cause-and-effect-diagram/

Once the root cause brainstorm ideas are prioritized, the major root
causes are highlighted. Brainstorming for solutions of the major causes
is the next step.
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With specific reference to the issues of gender disparity in innovation,
many of the M’s apply. For example, some of the programs to address
root causes discussed in Chapter 3 (Step 3) fit well under the M’s as
follows:
Man / People
❖ Female technical employees typically have strong
perfectionist tendencies and often do not submit their
inventions for patenting because they are never “perfect”
❖ Female technical employees tend to underplay their
contributions or the impact of them, which may lead to not
submitting their inventions for patenting or not being
appropriately listed as an inventor on an invention
Machine
❖ The invention submission process may be unknown or not
well understood to everyone in the organization, especially
diverse employees who have not submitted inventions for
patenting
Method
❖ The decision-makers for patent filing authorization (i.e.,
patent review committee) may be all or mostly men, which
can be intimidating to female and diverse inventors
Material
❖ Inventions are conveyed to an IP professional by word of
mouth, and some IP professionals fail to effectively
communicate with diverse employees, never realizing that
there is a communication issue
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o There is a lack of information or consistency (no clear
understanding or process) on what is required for an
invention to merit patent filing
Mother Nature / Environment
❖ The culture of the organization does not put women on key
technical programs that lead to patents
❖ Women may be in job roles that do not naturally lead to
inventions that are typically patented (for example,
analytical roles)
Some organizations have found this method and process quite useful in
their efforts to improve their gender parity in innovation.
C.

Pareto Method

The Pareto Method, also called the 80/20 rule, is based on the principle
that 80% of the problems or effects come from 20% of the causes. The
Pareto Method aims to determine the 20% in order to resolve 80% of
the problem. Using the Pareto Method is a good way to scientifically or
mathematically assess all of the data gathered in the steps above to
determine which key root causes to prioritize.
Standard Pareto Method steps are as follows:
•

•
•

•
•

Define categories or classifications for the causes (e.g., standard
questions that all respondents will answer)
Collect data (e.g. respondent answers)
Calculate the number of occurrences or observations for each of
the categories
Convert the numbers into percentage of total
Consider preparing graphs or charts to display the data
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D.

Who to Ask

Who to ask or obtain data from will vary by organization, but the best
organizations obtain information from as many stakeholders and
impacted people/groups as possible. Some exemplary groups include:
➢ Upper level corporate management
➢ Laboratory management
➢ Technical employees, including laboratory employees and
technicians
➢ Patent attorneys and agents that work with technical employees on
innovation
➢ Manufacturing and/or process engineering and support staff (where
applicable)
➢ Affinity Groups
➢ HR representatives who interact with or support technical
employees
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Chapter 3 (Step 3)
Develop Short- and Long-Term Programs
The goal in this phase is to choose or develop both short- and long-term
programs that specifically address the key root causes that were
identified during the root cause assessment phase. The chapter is
organized by root causes. A tabular Root Cause Summary is included
on the next page, and the root causes are hyperlinked to direct the user
to a more fulsome discussion of that root cause and the suggested
programs to address that specific root cause. (Please press Ctrl while
clicking the underlined text to be directed to the hyperlink.)
As you are aligning programs with root causes, keep in mind that often
more than one root cause may combine to create challenges. For
example, a lack of awareness of the process to submit inventions for
consideration for patenting is included in the toolkit both Root Causes
Stemming from Inventors, as well as Root Causes Stemming from the
Process. If the lack of awareness is because inventors do not bother to
ask and no training or mentoring is provided, that is largely addressed
in the People-Related Root Causes section of the toolkit. If the lack of
awareness is because the process is hidden, too complex or biased, that
is largely addressed in the Process-related Root Causes section of the
toolkit. Therefore, after identifying your key root causes, consider all of
the possible areas in which those root causes may arise.
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Root Cause Summary
Inventors or Potential Inventors
• Lack of awareness of the invention submission process
• Inventors are too busy
• Confidence Gap
• Perfectionist Tendencies
• Female and Diverse Employees do not self-identity as inventors
People-Related Root
Causes

Managers of Inventors or named Inventors
• Female and Diverse Employees are Not on Programs with High
Likelihood of Patent Filing

IP Professionals (attorneys and agents)
• Attorneys/Agents Intimidating or Too Busy

Process-Related
Root Causes

Culture/Environment
- Related Root Causes

• Invention Submission / Patenting Process is Biased, Intimidating, or
Unclear
• Patenting Process Not Known

• My Organization Doesn’t Support or Is Not Welcoming to Female or
Diverse Inventors
• Pipeline / Leaky Pipeline
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People-Related Root Causes
“People-related root causes” are causes for which the primary source
of the root cause lies in the workforce. Thus, the suggested programs
involve affecting the workforce/people in the organization. The term is
not meant to suggest that the people are the problem, but instead to
suggest that targeting programs to assist the employees will provide
the highest impact of change.
For purposes of this toolkit, the “people” of an organization are broken
down into 3 groups: (1) inventors or potential inventors; (2) managers
of inventors or potential inventors; and (3) IP professionals (including
attorneys and agents). Because the root causes differ within each of
these employee groups, the programs to target these groups also vary.
Inventor or Potential Inventor-Related Root Causes
Inventor or potential inventor root causes are those for which the
primary source of the root cause lies in the inventor or potential
inventor community. Because inventors on patent applications are not
always technical employees, the term “inventors” includes “potential
inventors,” including all employees, any of whom could be inventors on
a patent application. This includes non-technical employees, first-time
invention submitters, managers, legal professionals, technical service
employees, application development employees, etc.
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Root Cause: Lack of Awareness of the Invention Submission Process
With this root cause, inventors or potential inventors are simply not
aware of or familiar with the process or steps required to submit an
invention for consideration for patenting. In our busy lives, the task of
figuring out a process can seem daunting enough to deter an inventor
from submitting his or her idea. Therefore, it is essential in all
organizations that the process is clear and known. In this section, the
focus is on making employees aware (1) that there is a process and (2)
how to access the process as well as making clear that all employees
are encouraged to submit their ideas. The Process root cause section
addresses making sure that the invention submission process is
straight-forward, unbiased, and accessible to all.
Potential Programs:
1. Organization-Wide Process Awareness Communications
Posting or making available the invention submission process
steps (and hyperlinks to any required documents) on an
organization-wide system (e.g., an internal website) is a simple
step that can generate big results quickly. When paired with
training opportunities in small group settings (e.g., for an affinity
group or laboratory/business), these communications are
especially impactful.
2. Regular Communication to Inventor Populations Re: the Process
Regular reminders – especially by leaders, management and/or IP
professionals – of the process and management’s support for the
process can be quite impactful. Pairing these reminders with
celebrations of people who have filed patent application or
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obtained issued patents (such as inventor banquets, plaques,
recognition in group meetings, etc.) can be especially meaningful.
3. IP Professional Availability and /or Mentoring
Increase access to IP professionals and/or mentors who can
educate and support the less experienced or less confident
inventors and increase awareness of the process.
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Root Cause: Inventors are Too Busy or Do not View Patenting as an
Important Part of their Job
Some inventors report that patenting is not an important part of their
job or that they are too busy to bother to patent their inventions. For
companies that value this activity but hear this from employees, there
is clearly a disconnect that needs to be mended. The following are
some programs that may assist in correcting the disconnect.
Potential Programs:
1. Public Celebration/Recognition of Patenting Activities
Public (internal and/or external to the organization) celebrations
of patent activity (patent filing, patent issuance, licensing, etc.)
clearly convey the message - through action – that is this is an
activity that the company values and promotes and that will be
rewarded in an employee’s career. These celebrations do not
need to be extravagant or expensive to be impactful. For
example, celebrations could be external articles, notices, etc., or
internal celebrations company-wide, within a lab, or even just 1:1
between an employee and their manager. Some exemplary
recognition communications are provided here and here.
2. Patent Activity Remuneration
Some organizations show the value of this activity by monetarily
rewarding employees for activities like invention submission,
patent filing, and/or patent issuance.
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Root Cause: Inventors Experience a Confidence Gap that Deters Them
From Submitting their Inventions for Consideration
In their 2012 book The Confidence Code, Claire Shipman and Katty Kay
state that “there is a particular crisis for women—a vast confidence gap
that separates the sexes” and “[w]omen feel confident only when they
are perfect. Or practically perfect.”10 This confidence gap can result in
women not submitting their ideas for consideration for patenting
because they are “not good enough,” “not ground-breaking enough,”
or “they are not yet fully fleshed out.” The confidence gap can also
result in women who are part of an inventive team being left off the list
of inventors in a patent filing. Because of this confidence gap,
organizations may not be capturing the full contribution of a large
segment of their technical workforce. As a result, the organization can
lose the ability to patent-protect its important ideas and/or its patents
could be deemed invalid for improper inventorship. These results can
cost millions of dollars. This is one of the most common root causes
and is likely present, to some extent, in all organizations.
Potential Programs:
1. Mentoring and Coaching
Pairing an employee who is experiencing the confidence gap with
a strong and active mentor or coach shows the organization’s
belief in and support of that employee, which can bolster the
employee’s confidence. Further, strong mentoring can help the
employee learn confidence and develop the comfort and
communication skills to convey that confidence through speech
and action. Mentoring and coaching can also help diverse and
Kay, Katty and Shipman, Claire. “The Confidence Gap.” The Atlantic May 2014,
https://www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/2014/05/the-confidence-gap/359815/. Accessed 12 Aug. 2019.
10
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female employees gain greater comfort with self-promotion.
Mentors and coaches of course do not need to be of the same
gender, color, or ethnicity as the employee being
mentored/coached. In many organizations, successful and
experienced female inventors mentor less experienced women
inventors. Experienced male inventors and/or female inventors
from outside the organization also make excellent mentors.
2. Affinity Groups for Diverse Technical Employees (Inventors)
Creation of an organization-wide affinity group for diverse and
female technical employees/inventors provides these inventors
with access to a broad-based, welcoming, and relaxed network of
colleagues that can provide support and mentoring.
3. Management Training
This training can teach managers how to identify employees
experiencing a confidence gap. Effective managers provide
support and guidance as well as make their employees aware of
the programs or support available to assist them. When paired
with inclusion training, this can be especially impactful.
4. Employee Diversity and Inclusion Training
Diversity refers to the traits and characteristics that make each
person unique while inclusion is a collaborative, supportive, and
respectful environment that increases the participation and
contribution of all employees.
Inclusion is a team sport, so training the entire organization on
inclusive behavior ensures that non-managers working on
inventive teams can identify employees experiencing a confidence
gap, alert the manager, and/or personally support the employee
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and/or make that employee aware of the programs or support
available to assist that employee. It has been shown that there is
a strong correlation between diversity in the leadership of large
companies and financial outperformance, based on a larger data
set of 1000 companies in 12 countries.11 Companies in the top
quartile for gender diversity on their executive teams were 21%
more likely to have above-average profitability than companies in
the 4th quartile.12
There are various forms of employee inclusion training and
programs that can improve diversity attitudes and behavioral
intentions to provide an inclusive, respectful and productive
workforce and workplace.
Some examples of inclusion training and programs include:
− Team-building exercises.
− Awareness training such as unconscious bias or discussing the
perspective of a minority group and the distinct challenges a
minority might face.
− Skills training to help people build skills such as communicating
better with people from diverse backgrounds and reducing the
level of unconscious bias in their decision-making.13
− Creating a company focus and strategy on inclusion.
− Creating a college recruitment program targeting diversity.
− Ensuring well-rounded leadership development programs.

Hunt, Vivian et al., “Delivering through Diversity.” McKinsey & Company January 2018,
https://www.mckinsey.com/~/media/McKinsey/Business%20Functions/Organization/Our%20Insights/Delivering%
20through%20diversity/Delivering-through-diversity_full-report.ashx. Accessed 10 Sep. 2019.
12 Refer to 13.
13 Lindsey, Alex et al., “Two Types of Diversity Training That Really Work.” Harvard Business Review July 2017,
https://hbr.org/2017/07/two-types-of-diversity-training-that-really-work. Accessed 10 Sep. 2019.
11
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− Reviewing company trainings to ensure they portray an
inclusive environment.
5. Regular Communication to Inventor Populations Re: the Process
Regular reminders – especially by laboratory and Research &
Development management and leaders and/or IP professionals –
of the process and management’s support for the process can be
quite impactful. To address this confidence gap root cause, such
communications (1) should provide sufficient detail for an
inventor to better understand the negative ramifications of not
submitting an idea (make clear that it is not an issue of the
employee being attention-hogging but instead an issue of lost
money for the organization and thus poor performance by the
employee), (2) describe what ideas are appropriate for
submission, and (3) reinforce that the employee will receive
support through the invention submission process. Pairing these
reminders with celebrations of people who have filed patent
application or obtained issued patents can be especially
meaningful because then hesitant or first-time inventors see
others who have successfully walked this path and can contact
those individuals for advice or mentoring.
6. Public Celebration/Recognition of Patenting Activities
Public (internal and/or external to the organization) celebrations
of patent activity (patent filing, patent issuance, licensing, etc.)
clearly convey the message - through action – that is this is an
activity that the company values and promotes and that will be
rewarded in an employee’s career. These need not be huge to be
impactful. For example, these could be external articles, notices,
etc. or internal celebrations company-wide, within a lab, or even
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just 1:1 between an employee and their manager. Some
exemplary recognition communications are provided here and
here.
7. Group Mentoring Innovation Employees
For example, organize or host Lean InTM circles or a similar group
construct. Tools for Lean InTM circles are publicly available. Also
publicly available are the tools discussed in Russ Harris’ book, The
Confidence Gap: A Guide to Overcoming Fear and Self-Doubt
(2011).
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Inventors or Potential Inventors Have Perfectionist Tendencies that
Deters Them From Submitting their Inventions for Consideration
In their 2012 book The Confidence Code, Claire Shipman and Katty Kay
found that “[w]omen are more likely than men to be perfectionists,
holding themselves back from answering a question, applying for a
new job, asking for a raise, until they’re absolutely 100 percent
sure we can predict the outcome. (Women applied for a promotion
only when they met 100 percent of the qualifications. Men applied
when they met 50 percent.)” 14 These perfectionist tendencies can
result in women not submitting their ideas for consideration for
patenting because “more data is needed” or the idea is “not good
enough.” Because of this drive for perfectionism, organizations may
not be capturing the full contribution of a large segment of their
technical workforce.
Potential Programs:
1. Mentoring and Coaching
Pairing an employee who tends toward perfectionist tendencies
with a strong and active mentor can help the employee learn and
gain comfort with the concept of “good enough” to submit for
consideration. Having a trusted mentor to support an employee
increases their confidence and comfort. In many organizations,
successful and experienced female inventors mentor less
experienced women inventors. Experienced male inventors
and/or female inventors from outside the organization also make
excellent mentors.
Bennett, Jessica. “It’s Not You, It’s Science: How Perfectionism Holds Women Back.” Time Magazine 22 Apr.
2014. https://time.com/70558/its-not-you-its-science-how-perfectionism-holds-women-back/. Last accessed 12
Aug. 2019.
14
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2. Affinity Groups for Diverse Technical Employees (Inventors)
Creation of an organization-wide affinity group for diverse and
female technical employees/inventors provides these inventors
with access to a broad-based, welcoming, and relaxed network of
colleagues that can provide support and mentoring.
3. Management Training
This training can teach managers how to identify employees
whose perfectionist tendencies may be blocking them from
submitting their inventions for consideration. Effective managers
provide support and guidance, as well as make their employees
aware of the programs or support available to assist them. When
paired with inclusion training, this can be especially impactful.
4. Employee Diversity and Inclusion Training
Diversity refers to the traits and characteristics that make each
person unique while inclusion is a collaborative, supportive, and
respectful environment that increases the participation and
contribution of all employees.
Inclusion is a team sport, so training the entire organization on
inclusive behavior ensures that non-managers working on
inventive teams can identify employees experiencing a confidence
gap, alert the manager, and/or personally support the employee
and/or make that employee aware of the programs or support
available to assist that employee. It has been shown that there is
a strong correlation between diversity in the leadership of large
companies and financial outperformance, based on a larger data
set of 1000 companies in 12 countries.15 Companies in the top
15

Hunt, Vivian et al., “Delivering through Diversity.” McKinsey & Company January 2018,
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quartile for gender diversity on their executive teams were 21%
more likely to have above-average profitability than companies in
the 4th quartile.16
There are various forms of employee inclusion training and
programs that can improve diversity attitudes and behavioral
intentions to provide an inclusive, respectful and productive
workforce and workplace.
Some examples of inclusion training and programs include:
a. Team-building exercises.
b. Awareness training such as unconscious bias or discussing
the perspective of a minority group and the distinct
challenges a minority might face.
c. Skills training to help people build skills such as
communicating better with people from diverse
backgrounds and reducing the level of unconscious bias in
their decision-making.17
d. Creating a company focus and strategy on inclusion.
e. Creating a college recruitment program targeting diversity.
f. Ensuring well-rounded leadership development programs.
g. Reviewing company trainings to ensure they portray an
inclusive environment.
h.
5. Regular Communication to Inventor Populations Re: the Process
Regular reminders – especially by laboratory management and/or
IP professionals – of the process and management’s support for
https://www.mckinsey.com/~/media/McKinsey/Business%20Functions/Organization/Our%20Insights/Delivering%
20through%20diversity/Delivering-through-diversity_full-report.ashx. Accessed 10 Sep. 2019.
16 Refer to 13.
17 Lindsey, Alex et al., “Two Types of Diversity Training That Really Work.” Harvard Business Review July 2017,
https://hbr.org/2017/07/two-types-of-diversity-training-that-really-work. Accessed 10 Sep. 2019.
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the process can be quite impactful. To address the perfectionism
root cause, such communications should provide sufficient detail
for an inventor to better understand when an idea is appropriate
for consideration. Pairing these reminders with celebrations of
people who have filed patent application or obtained issued
patents can be especially meaningful because then hesitant or
first-time inventors see others who have successfully walked this
path and can contact those individuals for advice or mentoring.
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Female and Diverse Employees Do Not Self-Identify as Inventors
Increasingly, research shows that there is a strong tendency for women
or diverse employees to have difficulty self-identifying as an inventor.
For example, the most recognized scientists are male (e.g., Einstein,
Steve Jobs, etc.) and often the version of a scientist promoted to kids is
male (e.g., “Bill Nye the Science Guy”). Outstanding female scientists
are not as much a part of mainstream media. On the theory that you
can’t be it if you can’t see it, females and those of under-represented
populations interpret this messaging as suggesting that science or being
a scientist is not a field or career option open to them. This can
propagate through one’s career, in that female and diverse employees
– even those with technical degrees and verified scientists – do not selfidentify as inventors.
Potential Programs:
1. Public Celebration/Recognition of Patenting Activities
Public (internal and/or external to the organization) celebrations
of patent activity (patent filing, patent issuance, licensing, etc.)
clearly convey the message - through action – that female and
diverse employees are inventors. These need not be huge to be
impactful. For example, these could be external articles, notices,
etc. or internal celebrations company-wide or within a lab. When
trying to truly change this perception, volume can be the best
weapon – frequent short communications highlighting women
and diverse employees as inventors create a new rhetoric that
leads to an new implicit message – women and diverse employees
across the organization are amazing inventors. Some exemplary
recognition communications are provided here and here.
Consider using African American, Asian American, Hispanic/Latino
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History, Pride, or Women’s History month as a means of touting
specific groups advancing innovation.
2. Affinity Groups for Diverse Technical Employees (Inventors)
Creation of an organization-wide affinity group for diverse and
female technical employees/inventors provides these inventors
with access to a broad-based, welcoming, and relaxed network of
colleagues that can provide support and mentoring as well as
frequent reminders that women are amazing inventors.
3. Mentoring and Coaching
Pairing an employee that does not self-identify as being an
inventor with a strong and active mentor who is an inventor can
help the employee gain comfort with this self-identification.
Having a trusted mentor to support an employee increases their
confidence and comfort. In many organizations, successful and
experienced female inventors mentor less experienced women
inventors. Experienced male inventors and/or female inventors
from outside the organization also make excellent mentors.
4. IP Professional Engagement
Attorneys and agents write and file the patent applications
protecting an organization’s valuable inventions. Ensuring that
these IP professionals are engaged with the inventive team such
that they can identify for themselves who should be rightly
deemed an inventor ensures stronger patent protection for the
organization and also affords an opportunity for the IP
professional to show a female or diverse employee that they are
an inventor. Further, truly inclusive IP professionals are skilled at
including claims (often dependent claims) in the patent
application that permit all members of the team to be included in
the patent (while simultaneously strengthening and broadening
the patent coverage).
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Manager – Related Root Causes
Manager-related root causes are those for which the primary source of
the root cause lies with the managers and/or management team.
Root Cause: Female and Diverse Employees are Not on Programs with
High Likelihood of Patent Filing
Certain types of development programs in an organization lead to
patent filings while other programs do not. For example, changing the
color or raw materials of an existing product can be challenging and
important technical work, but often will not result in patent application
filings. In contrast, creating a new-to-the-world product or chemical is
more likely to lead to patent filings. Many organizations report that
women and diverse employees are not put on patent-heavy programs
at the same rate as their non-female or non-diverse counterparts. The
causes for this disparity are many and varied. Examples range from
confidence gap issues keeping female or diverse employee from
volunteering for these projects to manager bias against women with
young children keeping managers from assigning female employees to
these high-profile projects. This version of the toolkit recommends
general actions for female and diverse employees not being on
programs with high likelihood of patent filing. A best practice is to
understand some of the organization-specific sub-causes for this
disparity and tailor the programs to address those root causes
specifically, and we encourage organizations to dig deeper as they
improve their programs.
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Potential Programs:
1. Manager Training.
Managers lead organizations so training the managers increases
the number of change agents and/or people who can
communicate about the issue of disparity in innovation. But
managers also need to be able to identify the areas where they
can improve. Ensuring that female and diverse employees are
placed on programs that lead to invention is something managers
can control. Managers can be trained on how to take an honest
look at their team and how they have staffed the programs for the
laboratory and/or research & development facility. This can
create a greater self-awareness of inherent bias and tendencies.
Awareness is followed by action to move people onto programs
where patents are more likely, where possible, or to put them
onto new programs as the programs are getting started.
2. Brainstorming Sessions
For an array of reasons, it is not always possible to move
employees onto teams working on programs that are likely to file
patent applications. In such instances, managers can sponsor
such employees for group brainstorming / inventing sessions.
Many companies have company-wide brainstorming/inventing
sessions focused on how to solve a specific issue for the company
or how to take advantage of a global trend. These brainstorming
sessions are typically of limited duration (e.g., 1 day to 2 weeks)
and give the employee the opportunity to engage in innovation
activities that are likely to result in patent application filings
without changing the employee’s existing assignment.
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3. Address Pipeline and Leaky Pipeline Issues
Managers are typically in charge of hiring for their organization
and are often in the best position to ensure a strong pipeline of
excellent STEM employees that are female and/or diverse.
Further, studies show that one of the top reasons people do not
like their job is their manager. Managers can help set the tone for
the organization, including ensuring that the tone is inclusive,
where female and diverse employees are valued and recognized
and on programs that will further their development and career.
Setting this tone will reduce the leak in the pipeline.
4. Managers Should Have Their Own Mentors/Coaches/Network
Make sure that managers have access to mentors, coaches, and
colleagues so that they can share suggestions and ideas for
creating a supportive environment for their employees. Managers
can help set the tone for the organization, including ensuring that
the tone is inclusive, where female and diverse employees are
valued and recognized and on programs that will further their
development and career. Some companies have had manageronly brainstorm sessions on how to move female and diverse
employees onto programs where there is a lot of inventive activity
and a high likelihood of patent application filings.
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IP Professional-Related Root Causes
IP professional-related root causes are those for which the primary
source of the root cause lies with the IP professionals, including
attorneys, agents, liaisons, outside counsel, etc.
Root Cause: Attorneys/Agents Intimidating or Too Busy
Many first-time or newer inventors struggle with a confidence gap.
When such inventors work up their confidence to approach their IP
professional and that person is intimidating, dismissive, or too busy to
assist, the inventor is not motivated to push back or return. The
experience that inventors have with their IP professionals can
determine their likelihood of repeating the process.
Potential Programs:
1. Thank Inventors for their Work
A simple thank you goes a long way. One inventor credits her 60+
patents to early experiences in her career with a patent attorney
who made her feel valued and heard and routinely thanked her
for her work.
2. IP Professional Availability
Increase access to IP professionals who can educate and support
the less experienced or less confident inventors and increase
awareness of the process. Specific examples include: office hours
at the lab or research facility, “ask an IP attorney” email site with
fast turn-around for questions, co-locate IP professional at lab or
research location on a regular basis, and attend affinity sessions.
Consider attending group meetings (i.e., get out of your office and
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meet people). Alternatively, create a series of classroom style
trainings given by IP staff (preferably including women or diverse
employees) about patenting.
3. Inclusion Training
Include the IP professionals in inclusion training so that they
understand the unique role that they play in supporting female
and diverse inventors in building confidence and expanding their
presence in patent filings.
4. Sharing of Best Practices
The best IP attorneys and agents work with the full team and
understand the contributions from all members of the team.
Inventorship is a legal determination that the patent attorneys or
agents make. As such, patent attorneys and agents are uniquely
able to add claims (including dependent claims) to ensure that all
members of the team are listed as inventors and to get broader,
stronger patent coverage. Training other attorneys and agents
how to do this and making it an expected practice will change
inventor behavior and acceptance. Additionally, patent attorneys
and agents who work closely with the inventive team will
recognize who is involved and can dig deeper to make sure all
participants, not just the most active or loudest, are considered
when determining inventorship.
5. Pairing Female / Diverse Potential Inventors with Female / Diverse
IP Professionals
Female and diverse employees or potential inventors may feel
more comfortable working with an IP attorney or agent who is
also either female or diverse. One reason for increased comfort is
that having something in common with another person
establishes a common ground and therefore certain base level of
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comfort. When the employee is more comfortable speaking with
the IP professional, the employee may be more forthcoming with
potential ideas for new invention disclosures, or may be more
likely to speak up about their contributions.
6. Outside IP Counsel
Outside IP counsel can assist as well. A guide for outside counsel
who want to assist advance their clients on this issue can be found
here and below:
Law Firm
Complement to Toolkit_Final.docx
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Process-Related Root Causes
Process-related root causes are those for which the primary source of
the root cause lies in the invention submission / patenting process.
Thus, the suggested programs involve affecting the invention
submission / patenting process. Since people implement processes,
some of these root causes closely align to some of the People-Related
Root Causes.
Root Cause: Invention Submission / Patenting Process is Biased,
Intimidating, or Unclear
Many diverse or female employees report that the patenting process
itself is either too intimidating (e.g., present your idea to the attorney
or to a technical director and convince them to support a patent
application filing), biased (e.g., no one on the review committee is
female or diverse or most of the review committee is non-diverse),
lacks feedback or provides vague feedback (e.g., if an invention
disclosure is denied, how is the information sent back to the inventor),
or unclear (e.g., it seems like each attorney wants something different
for an invention submission, so an employee is never sure if the
invention is ready and it is the right time for submission).
Potential Programs:
1. Audit & Change the Organization’s Invention Submission /
Patenting Process
Focus the audit on sources of implicit bias and user-friendliness.
Follow the root cause guidance in Chapter 2 by getting feedback
from organization-wide participants (e.g. surveys), in small
groups, and 1:1 with employees. Consider things like “Are
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decision makers diverse?” and “Can all inventors make
submissions?” This audit will identify sources of bias and barriers
to submission. Based on the data, revise the invention
submission/patenting process to eliminate sources of bias or
reduce their impact. Widely publish the revised process –
especially to diverse and female groups and affinity groups in the
organization. Ensure that the technical managers also spread the
word within their groups on the revised process.
Some examples of revisions organizations have made are as
follows:
o Create objective criteria (a list) to evaluate invention ideas for
patenting. Communicate the list and stress its consistent
usage to make patenting decisions more objective. Be a
gatekeeper who stresses that decisions not to patent are
supported by objective justifications.
o Change decision making committee membership periodically
to include women and diverse employees.
o Where possible, include inventors in the decision-making
process so they can defend inventions and learn how the
decision is made. Invite them to have an ally, advocate, or the
full team join them so that quieter and more introverted
employees are comfortable in this setting.
2. Inclusion Training
Include the IP professionals in inclusion training so that they
understand the unique role that they play in supporting female
and diverse inventors in building confidence and expanding their
presence in patent filings, as well as to help them understand the
diverse needs of the employee population, which require them to
be approachable and patient. This is especially impactful when
paired with increasing inventor availability to IP professionals so
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that the inventors can form a relationship with and feel
comfortable approaching IP professionals.
3. Sharing of Best Practices
The best IP attorneys and agents work with the full team and
understand the contributions from all members of the team.
Inventorship is a legal determination that the patent attorneys or
agents make. As such, patent attorneys and agents are uniquely
able to add claims (including dependent claims) to ensure that all
members of the team are listed as inventors and to get broader,
stronger patent coverage. Training other attorneys and agents
how to do this and making it an expected practice will change
inventor behavior and acceptance. Additionally, patent attorneys
and agents who work closely with the inventive team will
recognize who is involved and can dig deeper to make sure all
participants, not just the most active or loudest, are considered
when determining inventorship.
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Root Cause: Patenting Process Not Known
With this root cause, inventors or potential inventors are simply not
aware of the process or steps to submit an invention for consideration
for patenting because the process is not written down, may not be
clear, or the inventor has not yet been made aware of or trained on the
software necessary for submission. In our busy lives, the task of
figuring out a process can seem daunting enough to deter an inventor
from submitting their idea. Therefore, it is essential in all organizations
that the process is clear and available for everyone in the company in a
common sense, known place, and help is available if needed.
Potential Programs:
1. Ensure that the Process is Clearly Written and is Easily Accessible
to All Employees
Posting or making available the invention submission process
steps (and hyperlinks to any required documents) on an
organization-wide system (e.g., an internal website) is a simple
step that can generate big results quickly. When paired with
training opportunities in small group settings (e.g., for an affinity
group or laboratory/business), these communications are
especially impactful.
2. Regular Communication to Inventor Populations Re: the Process
Regular reminders – especially by laboratory and/or research
facility management and/or IP professionals – of the process and
where to go to see the steps/get the documents.
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3. IP Professional Availability and /or Mentoring
Increase access to IP professionals and/or mentors who can
educate and support the less experienced or less confident
inventor and increase awareness of the process.
4. New Employees Are Made Aware of the Process Early and Often
New employees are inundated with new information when they
begin a new job. It is important to make them aware of the
process and where to find it and to repeatedly remind them of
this information. Managers and leaders should periodically check
in with new employees to make sure they are aware of the
process for invention submission.
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Culture/Environment-Related Root Causes
Culture/environment-related root causes are those for which the
primary source of the root cause lies in the organization’s culture
and/or environment. These root causes are common and present in
many organizations. For example, pipeline and leaky pipeline issues are
included in this section. These are omnipresent in most organizations.
However, pipeline and leaky pipeline issues are rarely the sole root
cause. As such, it may be a mistake to conclude that increasing the
pipeline will resolve all gender parity issues, and it takes time to fill the
pipeline. As one corporate executive told us, “We are committed to
working on increasing the pipeline. But if we do not simultaneously
make the culture and environment into which the new hires will enter
inclusive and welcoming, we will lose those new hires quickly or,
perhaps even worse, never get the full value of their potential
contributions.” Because organizational cultures and environments vary
so widely, the suggested programs below are high-level. Use these
ideas as guidance to be modified to address the specific culture /
environment of your organization.
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Root Cause: My Organization Doesn’t Support or Is Not Welcoming to
Female or Diverse Inventors
Some inventors do not feel safe or comfortable sharing their inventive
contributions and/or proposing new ideas for fear of not being
supported. Other female or diverse inventors report feeling that their
co-workers take credit for their ideas, and the female or diverse
inventor does not feel comfortable or supported in speaking up and
correcting this situation.
Potential Programs:
1. Public Celebration/Recognition of Patenting Activities
Public (internal and/or external to the organization) celebrations
of patent activity by diverse or female inventors (patent filing,
patent issuance, licensing, etc.) clearly convey the message through action – that is this is an activity that the company values
and promotes and that will be rewarded in an employee’s career.
These need not be huge to be impactful. For example, these
could be external articles, notices, etc. or internal celebrations
company-wide or within a lab or even just 1:1 between an
employee and their manager. Some exemplary recognition
communications are provided here and here. These celebrations
and recognitions also remind the organization of the many female
and diverse inventors and help women and diverse employees
self-identify as inventors.
2. Mentoring and Coaching
Active mentoring and coaching programs for female and diverse
employees shows the organization’s belief in and support of that
employee and of employees who are female or diverse, which can
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bolster their confidence. In many organizations, successful and
experienced female inventors mentor less experienced women
inventors. Experienced male inventors and/or female inventors
from outside the organization also make excellent mentors.
Where the mentor and mentee have commonalities, this pairing
can help women and diverse employees self-identify as inventors.
3. Affinity Groups for Diverse Technical Employees (Inventors)
Creation of an organization-wide affinity group for diverse and
female technical employees/inventors provides these inventors
with access to a broad-based, welcoming, and relaxed network of
colleagues that can provide support and mentoring and that
visibly shows the organization’s support for female and diverse
employees.
4. Management Training
This training can teach managers how to make clear to all
employees, including those who are diverse or female, the
important role they play and the value of their contributions.
Effective managers provide support and guidance, as well as
making their employees aware of the programs or support
available to assist them. When paired with inclusion training, this
can be especially impactful.
5. Employee Inclusion Training
Inclusion is a team sport, so training the entire organization on
inclusive behavior ensures that non-managers working on
inventive teams convey the value and import that all members of
the team, including female and diverse members, bring to the
team.
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Root Cause: Pipeline / Leaky Pipeline
If your organization concludes that its only issue is pipeline, then you
may want to consider revisiting the root cause assessment section.
Pipeline and leaky pipeline issues are rarely the sole root cause, so it
may be a mistake to conclude that increasing the pipeline alone will
resolve all gender parity issues. As one corporate executive told us,
“We are committed to working on increasing the pipeline. But if we do
not simultaneously make the culture and environment into which the
new hires will enter inclusive and welcoming, we will lose those new
hires quickly or, perhaps even worse, never get the full value of their
potential contributions.”
With specific reference to pipeline issues, most organizations have
pipeline issues and have active programs to increase their hiring of
female and diverse STEM employees. Find ways to link into those
programs and advertise to potential new employees the programs that
are in place or being launched to make this an excellent workplace once
the prospective employee joins. This can be an excellent new hire sales
pitch.
With specific reference to the “leaky pipeline” issue, this refers to the
fact that once organizations hire qualified female and diverse STEM
employees, these employees leave the technical organization at a
faster rate than their non-female or diverse colleagues. Leaky pipelines
are also omnipresent, but a leaky pipeline itself is never the sole root
cause of gender disparity in innovation. Instead, devote time to
understanding the root causes for the leaky pipeline and create
programs to address those. These will improve the retention of these
key employees and thus their satisfaction and contributions to
innovation.
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Chapter 4 (Step 4)
Launch & Monitor the Programs
The goal in this step is to effectively launch the programs identified
above, monitor and support them, and determine metrics that allow
the organization to see progress (or lack thereof). Constant diligence
and improvement will allow your organization to flourish.
Launch:
Best practices when launching programs include the following:
- Select a few meaningful and highly impactful programs and launch
them really well instead of launching many small programs.
- Ensure that all stakeholders are aware of and support the programs
to be launched.
- Have the program details determined and well-articulated, including
audience, scope, timing, communication plan, and definition of
success.
- Before launching, have a clearly defined and agreed upon definition
of success, and determine metrics to measure that success.
- Clear and visible buy-in and support from management.
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Exemplary metrics:
- Number or percentage of female or diverse inventors on patent
applications, issued patents, or invention submissions and trajectory
over a defined time period.
- Number or percentage of female or diverse first-time invention
submitters or patent inventors and trajectory over a defined time
period.
- Number or percentage of female or diverse repeat invention
submitters or patent inventors and trajectory over a defined time
period.
- Number or percentage of female or diverse new technical
employees submitting inventions for patenting and trajectory over a
defined time period.
- Number of affinity groups to whom presentations to increase
awareness have been made.
- Number of invention submissions received from each affinity group.
- Number or percentage of women or diverse employees on key
inventive programs and trajectory over a defined time period.
- Reduction in pipeline leak of diverse employees and diverse leaders.
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Monitor:
Best practices to monitor the launched programs include the following:
- Review the activities / programs / processes on a regular basis and
assess whether improvement is possible / needed.
- If possible, make improvements on the fly.
- Share the result(s) within the organization.
- Solicit feedback from the organization about the program and ways
to improve upon it.
- On some set basis or timing, reengage in brainstorming and
feedback solicitation to ensure that new root causes for gender
disparity are not arising.
- Bad habits are like weeds – they grow where there is space. Make
sure they are being ferreted out early. Receiving communication
from others lets people know this is an ongoing issue and not a once
and done issue.
- Best practice or example sharing with other companies or
organizations and receiving their ideas for consideration within your
organization.
- Communication externally provides more ideas and also helps
create an external positive view of your organization for others.
- Learn from others and teach others through mentoring on this topic.
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APPENDIX
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Sample 1:1 or Small Group Pitch Materials
The following is a sample “script” to give you an idea of what has
worked for others when talking with the key stakeholders/decision
makers 1:1 or in small groups. You will need to go into more detail
than the elevator pitch but still keep the conversation at a high level.
Your “ask” is really to partner with them to address gender disparity
in innovation in the organization/company. Make this script your
own – these are just ideas.
Women are significantly underrepresented in the
innovation process. Recent studies show that “although
women have more than quintupled their representation
among patent holders since 1977, only 18.8 percent of all
patents had at least one women inventor in 2010.” “At the
current rate of progress in recent years (2000-2010),
women are not expected to reach parity in patenting until
2091.” Research also shows that increasing diversity in
patenting results in higher return on investment and
stronger patent protection. As such, it is becoming an
imperative to bring awareness of and attention to the
gender disparity gap in innovation.
I’m involved with IPO, a global organization including
various multinational companies and universities, to look
at the issue of gender disparity in innovation. We have
teamed with the World IP Organization (WIPO) to have
access to statistics for each company. Our general goals
are to (1) Bring Awareness to the Gender Disparity in
Innovation and the Business Case for Expediting Gender
Parity in Innovation; (2) Discuss Factors that Contribute to
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the Gender Disparity and (3) Create and Share Various
Corporate and University Efforts to Address and Remedy
the Gender Disparity.
To aid in all of these, the organization has put a toolkit for
companies to use to get ideas for different ways to address
these issues within their corporations/
universities/organizations. This toolkit will give us some
ideas for how to assess where our company is on this issue,
how to identify the key drivers for our current behavior,
and ideas for how other companies have moved the needle
on increasing their gender parity in innovation.
I’d like to partner with you to look into this issue for our
company/organization and to improve our innovative
gender disparity. Doing so is in line with our
company/organization’s diversity and inclusion goals /
sustainability goals / HR goals. Further, I want to make sure
that the excellent work being done by our female scientists
is patented at the same rate as their male colleagues and
to make sure that our company/organization is getting the
full value of their contributions.
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Sample Presentation
Diversity in Innovation

Microsoft
PowerPoint Presentation
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Sample Statistics18

18

USPTO Progress and Potential
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Sample Survey

Gender Diversity in Innovation Survey19
Scale of 1 (disagree completely) to 5 (agree completely)

1. Women and men are equally likely to be inventors on patent applications
In the company
In my specific business/laboratory

2. Women and men are equally assigned to innovative projects that lead to patenting:
at the company
in my specific business/laboratory

3. Submitting ideas for patents is an important part of my job.
If I am a manager, submitting ideas for patents is an important part of my employees’
time.

4. Going through the patenting process is a good use of my time.
If I am a manager, going through the patenting process is a good use of my employees’
time.

5. I will submit an idea for patenting even if I am not completely sure if it is patent worthy
(meaning that I’m not sure if it’ ground-breaking enough and/or I’m not sure if I have
enough data to support a filing).
6. I know the process to submit an idea for patenting.
Rate your satisfaction with the process.
Rate whether the process is fair and unbiased/inclusive.

7. I have access to at least 1 person who I can talk to about whether an idea should be
submitted for patenting.
I contact that person when I have an idea.

19

Survey prepared by: Ahsan Shaikh | Partner at McDermott Will & Emery | available at ashaikh@mwe.com
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8. Women and men who have submitted inventions for consideration for patenting are
positively and publicly recognized for having done so.
9. Women and men who have been listed on inventors of patent applications are positively
and publicly recognized for having done so.
10. Women and men who have issued patents are positively and publicly recognized for
having done so.
11. I have worked on a project on which patent applications were filed. If no, skip question.
Rate your satisfaction with being included/not included on the patent application.
Rate your satisfaction with being included by the attorney/agent.
Rate your satisfaction with being recognized by your immediate boss.
Rate your satisfaction with being recognized by the lab.
13. Do you have any other thoughts you’d like to share? [[Fill in box.]]

14. Can we follow-up with you to talk more in a small group or 1:1 about this issue? Yes/No
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Sample Survey 2

Survey for Underrepresented Inventor
Populations20
Questions are of either [Yes-No] or [Scale Of 1 (disagree completely) to 5 (agree completely)]
EXAMPLE: Gender Parity (but could be modified for any type of diversity)

1. Women and men are equally assigned to innovative projects or features at [COMPANY]
2. Management at [COMPANY] supports improving the representation of women in the
patenting program at [COMPANY]. (1 to 5)
3. Submitting ideas for patents is an important part of your job at [COMPANY] (1 to 5)
4. Going through the patenting process is a good use of your time (1 to 5)
5. Ideas should be groundbreaking in order to apply for a patent (1 to 5)
6. I will submit an idea for patenting even if I am not completely sure if it is patent worthy (1
to 5)
7. I know where to go or who to contact in order to submit an idea for patenting at
[COMPANY] (Y/N)
8. The current incentive for submitting a patent application is _____. Is this an incentive
you’d be interested in?
9. Men and women are equally likely to be an inventor on a patent application at
[COMPANY] (1 to 5)
10. Do you know any women inventors at [COMPANY]?
11. Have you worked on a project or feature that has been the subject of a patent
application?
a. If YES:
i.
were you listed as an inventor?
ii.
Your experience with the patent attorney/agent was positive (1 to 5)
iii.
Being listed as an inventor for the patent application was a positive
experience (1 to 5)
12. I have a mentor who has submitted a patent application before.
13. Do you have any other thoughts you’d like to share?
14. Can we follow-up with you to talk more in a small group or 1:1 about this issue?
Consider asking, while attempting to maintain anonymity:

•

20

Ask person to self-identify gender, # years at company, what division/tech area you are
in, ethnicity, and age range.

Survey prepared by: Ahsan Shaikh | Partner at McDermott Will & Emery | available at ashaikh@mwe.com
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Introduction

The Intellectual Property Owners Association (IPO) Women
Inventors subcommittee of the Women in IP Committee developed the
Diversity in Innovation Toolkit for corporations, universities, and others
to help improve the number of women patent holders at their
organizations. This Law Firm Complement is a tool for outside lawyers
to help their clients become familiar with and use the Toolkit. In the
process of helping clients to use the Toolkit, law firms will likely
improve their client relationships, develop deeper relationships with
their clients, have a better understanding of their clients and their
clients’ cultures, be part of the client transitioning process, and help
younger lawyers have speaking opportunities.
Like with the full Toolkit, as you have ideas and examples, it would
be appreciated if you would please share them so that they can be
added to this component of the Toolkit. Neither document is static and
complete or perfect, and both documents can benefit from everyone’s
thoughts, creativity, and contribution.
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Section 1
Raise Awareness
The goal of this section is to raise your client’s awareness of the gender
disparity in innovation.
Provide the Data
- Explain that the 3:1 ratio of men to women inventors does not
change regardless of how many women are in the industry;
therefore, while this may be part of the problem, it is not simply
because there are “not enough women” in the pipeline.
- Explain that there are anecdotal examples of delayed inventions
because one woman inventor felt that the idea “was not good
enough.” Such a mindset means that the company has delayed or
lost innovation and thus an opportunity cost that hits the bottom
line.
- Make your client aware that corporations can suffer and have
suffered from over analyzing. Suggest that they look at their internal
numbers to determine the numbers and genders of inventors while
simultaneously implementing new steps.
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Section 2
Use the Toolkit
The goal of this section is to use the Toolkit to engage with your client.
Understand Your Client
- Use the Toolkit as a method to engage with your client, without of
course, asking for work. This helps for relationship building,
understanding how the client works, understanding their
demographics, and understanding what their issues are. The more
you understand the client (e.g., their problems, hurdles, systems),
the better your overall relationship will be.
- Using this approach to better understand your client may inherently
also teach you about, or expose you to, leadership, strategic
planning, and industry hierarchy. Such skills will make any attorney
more successful and cannot be obtained while sitting in your office.
Assess Your Client’s Invention Submission Process
-

Questions to ASK:
➢ Is their invention submission process / system known to all the
employees? This may be a bigger issue for universities and for
employee groups not traditionally considered to be focused on
innovation or traditional “inventors.” The invention submission
process is one that may not be reviewed frequently for
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accessibility, friendliness, and relevancy (e.g., if it is up to date),
especially if your client(s) has been in the same role for a long
time.
➢ Is their process / system easily accessible? Do employees know
where / how to enter an invention disclosure form or idea?
➢ Is their process / system a tremendous time drain? Do
employees not submit ideas because the process or system is
tedious or too time consuming?
➢ Is their process / system user friendly? Does the process / system
require extensive training, or are employees able to easily learn
how to use it?
- How You Can Help:
➢ Assist your client by improving their invention submission system.
For example, introduce your client to another client who is
successfully moving forward on gender parity, or share ideas
about how other clients have made improvements. Taking these
steps helps you collaborate with industry, while also learning
more about your client.
➢ Help your client explain the disclosure submission process,
application preparation and filing process, and prosecution
process to the inventor community. For example, help your
client explain the steps involved and costs associated with each
stage of the process. Also help your client explain how inventors
can assist the invention process during application drafting and
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prosecution. Sometimes, inventors feel like the patenting system
is a “black box,” which includes a flurry of activity prior to
application filing, and then silence post-filing. Explain to your
client that the inventors may not feel valued by the silence that
often occurs post-application filing. Have them listen to the
Podcast “Stroke of Genius”22 episode of Lisa Seacat Deluca, who
has over 400 patents, but did not feel that she was a patent
expert until she shepherded one of her ideas through the
patenting process pro se.

Information on the podcast available on the IPO Education Foundation page at
https://www.ipoef.org/podcasts/s2-episode-1-lisa-seacat-deluca/.
22
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Section 3
Tailor Approach Based on Type of Client
The goal in this section is to fine tune your approach based on the type
(e.g., technology, government, public corporation, private company,
university, nonprofit organization (NGO)) and size of your client.
University Clients
- University clients have limited financial and human resources. You
can greatly assist them by taking the time to speak to and educate
staff and students involved in innovation. Technology Transfer
Offices (TTOs) are great starting points for offering this type of
service.
- The Association of University Technology Matters (AUTM) has
developed a toolkit to provide TTOs with tools for supporting women
in (STEM) and entrepreneurship. The Toolkit can be downloaded
here.
- Questions to ASK: Review their invention disclosure or submission
process and access and ask (or determine the answers to) the
following:
➢ Are there problems with knowing how and where to access the
invention disclosure submission system / process?
➢ Do inventors know where the TTO is or who to contact?
➢ Do inventors know the intellectual property professionals?
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➢ Have you (as an intellectual property professional) tried to access
the system?
➢ When a new scientist starts at the University, is the technology
transfer system (or invention submission system) explained?
How often is it explained and reinforced? (Note the Rule of 7 – it
takes a person 7 to 10 times to hear something before they
remember it.)
- How you can HELP: Based on the answers above, help your client by:
➢ Improving the process. For example, provide a “how to do it”
manual, or review the steps in the process and suggest ways to
improve or streamline it and make it more accessible and
understandable.
➢ Giving an informational talk to the community of potential
inventors and possibly doing so regularly. Explaining the
patenting process and being a resource for questions.
- Questions to ASK: Ask or determine how the University’s TTO
reviews the technology.
➢ Do they rotate diverse professors, professionals, or students
through the system so they learn the system by reviewing
invention disclosures, assessing patent portfolios, etc.?
- How you can HELP: Based on answers above, help your client by:
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➢ Doing a presentation for the TTO members and engaging with
them about their frustrations and concerns with the process and
system(s).
➢ Work with the TTO to develop teaching tools for use with staff
and students having various roles.
Corporate Clients (depends on size, see below)
- Questions to ASK: Discuss gender disparity in innovation (as
discussed above), and ask your client if they would like to discuss
how you can help. If the answer is yes, then move forward with the
following steps.
- How you can HELP: Give an overview of the toolkit and its 4-step
process to your client. Ask if they would like help in raising
awareness and /or data collection on gender disparity at their
corporation.
- Questions to ASK: Ask your client about their invention disclosure
submission process.
➢ How are invention disclosures submitted, and by whom?
➢ Who reviews and approves the disclosures?
➢ How is the reviewing team composed (i.e., is it diverse, what are
the roles of the reviewers)?
➢ Do people rotate on and off the review team?
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➢ How are people selected for the invention disclosure review team
or committee?
➢ Is there a program to make sure women are included? How are
new members of the team educated on the process?
➢ How often are refresher presentations on the invention
disclosure process provided to the employees?
➢ How do the scientists and engineers know to seek out the inhouse IP professional for IP-related questions?
➢ Is the in-house IP professional one person, two people, or more?
Offer to co-present IP training or help IP professional with an IP
question / answer day.
➢ If there is more than one in-house IP professional, are they the
same gender? Having diverse members can make it more
comfortable for individuals to choose with whom to speak.
➢ Is feedback given to inventors after invention disclosures are
submitted but not approved (i.e., are inventors told why
something is not filed, or that it is on hold, or that more
information is needed)?
➢ Is feedback given to inventors after invention disclosures are
approved as to what made the disclosure successful so that the
inventor can apply that information to the next invention
disclosure.
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- How you can HELP: Based on the answers above, help your client by:
➢ Helping your client’s in-house IP professional prepare and
execute a presentation for executive level awareness and
support.
➢ Helping your client’s in-house IP professional with data collection
tools (e.g., surveys, small group discussions) and root cause
analysis.
➢ Going with your client’s in-house IP professional (if there is one,
or someone in research or technology) to visit the scientists and
engineers.
➢ Giving a presentation to the scientists and engineers (inventor
community) on the invention disclosure submission process, and
how you become an inventor. Discuss that the listing of
inventors is a legal determination.
➢ Having an open discussion with scientists and engineers and
others who might be inventors about what frustrates them about
the process.
➢ Discussing what is important for a good invention disclosure
submission (i.e., data, including comparative data, description of
the problem solved, unexpected results, etc.).
- Listen-Learn-Re-Assess-Re-Teach: To truly help your client, you will
need to continuously listen to your client, learn their processes, reassess your advice and their circumstances, and re-teach based on
the foregoing. Some examples of this process include:
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➢ Going back and revising your presentation based on what they
taught you (be present to listen and learn when teaching – you
don’t know everything about your client or their process and you
never will). Repeat annually or biannually.
➢ Based on discussions with scientists and engineers, determining
what the potential innovators prefer in terms of process.
➢ Determining why scientists and engineers get frustrated with the
process or decide not to file invention disclosures or follow
through on ideas.
Client Size
- The size of your client can play a role in how you approach your
client, as well as what their constituencies’ needs are. The level of
sophistication often depends on the size of the client. Generally,
large entities tend to be more sophisticated. By contrast, however,
large entities also can have significant communication problems
created by numerous systems and the number of people involved.
These issues can result in a lack of familiarity with the patenting
process and IP professionals, and thus even a lack of trust.
- Small: Less than 50
➢ Usually, at this size, everyone has a good one-on-one
relationship.
➢ There may be interpersonal / political hierarchy issues, but
information is disseminated.
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➢ The bigger problem is one of IP savviness.
- Large: More than 150
➢ Dunbar’s Number: As shown below, Dunbar’s number indicates a
cognitive limit to the number of people with whom one can
maintain stable social relationships, or relationships in which an
individual knows who each person is and how each person relates
to every other person.

➢ When your client is large, the relationships are at the upper limit
for being casual friends. Consider breaking up the talks into
smaller groups so that there is a core of people and a common
affinity.
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Section 4
Create a Teaching Model
The goal in this section is to identify a successful invention disclosure
for your client and create a teaching model around it, if the client does
not have a teaching model. This can form a beneficial teaching tool
that can help demystify the process inventors. Demystifying the
process can improve gender parity in inventorship, as it helps overcome
the relative lack of confidence of female inventors.
Make a Sample Invention Disclosure
- Explain the Details of the Invention Disclosure:
➢ Break the disclosure into parts and explain each part, its purpose
in the process, and the inventor’s role in completing the part.
➢ Explain how to fill out the disclosure.
➢ Explain how to submit the disclosure.
➢ Explain how the disclosure is helpful to the IP professional.
➢ In a university setting, explain how the disclosure is helpful to the
licensing agent.

- Explain Inventorship:
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➢ Explain how one claim or even one limitation of a claim can make
someone an inventor.
➢ Explain why naming each inventor is important. For example,
explain that naming each inventor is important for better
understanding of the prior art and future patent enforceability.
Explain the problems with not naming all or the correct inventors
(i.e., invalidity, unenforceability).
➢ Explain why it is important to divide the claims out for
attribution. For example, explain why it is important to know
which inventors contributed to which claims when claims are
canceled and / or filed in divisional applications.
- Explain the Timeline:
➢ Explain the invention timeline, e.g., from idea, to disclosure, to
patent application, to license (optional), to patent, to product, to
patent expiry, etc.
➢ Explain the amount of time it takes to go from invention
disclosure to review and then to feedback.
▪ In this process, also determine if your client provides any
feedback to inventors, and explain how “no feedback”
can potentially dissuade inventors, particularly new
inventors, from moving forward or filing additional
disclosures. Feedback can be educational on teaching for
valuation, industry direction shift, etc. No feedback can
cause a person perhaps to gaslight themselves if they
suffer from any imposter syndrome.
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➢ Explain the rationale behind geographic filing strategies.
➢ Explain what it means to not be “perfect” and improve over time
(if possible).
➢ Explain how the scientists and engineers can help identify
licensees (if appropriate).
- Questions to ASK: What makes an inventor submit an invention
disclosure?
➢ Do they need to be (or feel they need to be) asked to submit? Is
there a metric or job requirement for submitting a certain
number of invention disclosures?
➢ Do they need to have someone do a first review of their idea and
/ or invention disclosure before feeling they can submit, e.g., that
it is perfect enough such that no one will laugh at them?
▪ Would the person reviewing be another IP professional,
another inventor, or their boss?
▪ Would it help them to talk with someone else (e.g., a
mentor) about their idea and/or invention disclosure to
make them more comfortable?
▪ Ask if your in-house IP professional offers “office hours,”
coffee meetings, or meet-and-greets with their “clients.”
You could you offer to be with them and help them, or
facilitate a brainstorming or idea capturing session on a
particular technology.
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➢ Does the inventor require another person’s authorization before
they can submit an invention disclosure? If so, is that a
bottleneck in the system?
- Suggest Implementing Incentive Programs
➢ Organization-Wide or Group-Wide Spotlights
▪ These remind people that there are women and diverse
inventors, and help women and diverse employees selfidentify with others.
▪ Sample ideas: all organization or group emails, posts on
internal websites, presentations, etc. that focus on the
research, patents, milestones, personal stories, licensing
wins, patent litigation wins, etc. of individuals.
▪ Samples available here and here and here and here.
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Section 5
Identify Inventor Mentors
The goal in this section is to identify a diverse range of inventor
mentors, obtain feedback from them on the invention process, and
prepare stories based on their experiences, which can be highlighted by
the corporation / university.
- Make a list of inventor mentors, and have them speak with other
scientists about their experience in various groups, such as affinity
groups, journal clubs, or group meetings. Think about whether
mentoring groups can be created having members from the list of
inventors as part of the group.
- Determine if the inventor mentors communicate well and get along
with other inventors; raise any flags of jealousy / competition / envy.
- Work with the inventor mentors to identify what they find
frustrating with their invention process and help the organization
identify ways to improve their process.
- Have the inventor mentors write their story for use in the process, as
well as to possibly to provide as a spotlight for the corporation /
university.
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Section 6
Feedback
The goal in this section is to help your client understand the gender
differences in how feedback is communicated to, and received by,
inventors, and the importance of the feedback system in moving
inventions forward.
Gender Differences
- Gender differences are present in language. For example, women
use certain words more frequently than men. Such differences can
play a tremendous role in what the person actually hears (or
understands) when receiving feedback, which effectively complicates
how feedback is given and received.
- Despite these differences, feedback should not be vague. Rather,
feedback should provide specific and concrete (factual) ways of
improving the invention disclosure submission.
The Feedback System
- For many reasons, the feedback system can be a significant barrier
to moving potential inventions forward. Ask your client to consider
the following:
➢ How do you speak to your audience of inventors? Consider
the diversity of the inventor spectrum. Understand the realm
of assumptions. Know your audience.
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➢ If an inventor receives vague feedback or no feedback, the
inventor may be unlikely to file a subsequent invention
disclosure. Vague feedback or no feedback can cause an
increase in the individual’s “confidence gap.”
➢ Use the invention disclosure process (whether or not it results
in a patent application being filed) to explain the basis of the
decision, what was helpful in the invention disclosure, and
what could be improved.
- Talk to inventors about the feedback system.
➢ Is there is something in the feedback system that is turning
people off or that could be improved?
➢ Are there barriers to the system?
- Talk to the Diversity & Inclusion (D&I) officer to see if the system has
been reviewed with a D&I filter to assess other issues. What
conscious or unconscious biases might be present?
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Section 7
Inventor Recognition
The goal in this section is to help your client understand the importance
of inventor recognition. Some exemplary recognition communications
are provided here and here.
- Describe what others in the industry are doing to recognize
inventors using the Toolkit. You may want to connect your client
with other clients using the Toolkit to help them learn more.
- Explain how inventor “bragging,” especially around your diverse
inventors, can improve the company’s / university’s rank as a female
or diversity friendly institution. Showing pictures of your successful
diverse inventors can attract new inventors who can relate and ‘look’
like those inventors and create a feeling of comfort.
- Explain to the client that these are ways you can help their inventors
feel valued and appreciated.
- Examples: Some examples of inventor recognition include monthly
newsletters highlighting the inventor(s), recognition ceremonies,
discussion about new application filings at department meetings,
industry spotlights, LinkedIn posts, and Facebook posts.
- Bring the inventors being recognized to meetings if possible when
explaining the process to other potential innovators so they can ask
questions.
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